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Abstract—A Theoretical Model for the Combustión of Droplets in Supercritical Conditions and Gas Pockets.
Supercritical combustión of droplets is studied by means of a physical model which assumes spherical symmetry, laminar conditions, constant pressure and a zero-thickness ñame.
Boundary conditions at the infinity state that temperature and composition of the mixture are given and
constant,
Initial distributions of temperature and mass fractions of the species are given, as well as the initial
conditions at the droplet surface. As combustión proceeds, droplet surface is not considered to exist as a
physical boundary allowing unrestricted diffusion of species through it.
With some additional simplifications for the density and transport coefficients, a numetical solution
of the problem is obtained.
An analytical solution of the problem is also obtained by means of an asymptotic analysis. This solution
applies when the initial temperature of the droplet is small as compared with the temperature of the sourounding atmosphere. It is shown that this is the most important case from the technological point of view.
For this case results show that an apparent droplet exists throughout most of the process, in which its
surface is characterized by an abrupt change in temperature and composition of the chemical species.
Results show burning rates, combustión times, fíame radius and temperature at the droplet center as
function of the principal variables of the process. In particular, the square of the apparent droplet radius
is a linear function of time as occurs in subcritical combustión.
It is shown that combustión times are faster in supercritical conditions than in subcritical conditions
with the mínimum valué existing at critical conditions.
A numerical application is carried out for the case of oxygen droplets burning in hydrogen and a comparison is carried out between the theoretical results obtained numerically and analytically as well as with
those expenmentally obtamed.
Translated abstraéis appear at the end of this paper
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Nomenclature
specific heat at constant pressure;
diffusion coefficient;
heat of reaction per unit mass of fuel;
distance to the center;
time;
temperature;
initial temperature of the gas pocket;
velocity;
non-dimensional distance;
massfraction;
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non-dimensional distance to the gas pocket
surface;
rate of production of species;
e=r0/T0O;
heat-transfer coefficient;
stoichiometric ratio;
non-dimensional time;
non-dimensional temperature.

Subscripts
1
droplet material (fuel on oxidizer);
2
outside material (fuel on oxidizer);
3
combustión products;
s
droplet surface;
/
fíame;
oo
infinity;
O
initial conditions.

1. Introduction
combustión of fuels and propellants
in droplet form has become a problem of high technical interest since the operating pressures in the
combustión chambers of rocket motors have reached
valúes higher than the critical pressure of several fuels
and oxidizers of frequent utilization, such as hydrogen,
kerosene and oxygen.
Normally, fuels and propellants are stored in the
tanks of the rocket vehicles at temperatures cióse to
boiling temperature at ambient pressure, and vapor
pressure in the tanks is maintained at valúes not very
different from one atmosphere. Therefore, propellants
may be injected into the combustión chambers at
supercritical pressures, but at temperatures considerably smaller than critical temperature.
Surface tensión of a droplet is a function of droplet
temperature [1], becoming equal to zero as temperature reaches its critical valué when it is surrounded
by its own vapors. Therefore, a liquid fuel or propellant
injected under these conditions will genérate a spray
of droplets. These droplets will begin vaporizing at
supercritical pressure but at subcritical temperature.
Droplet temperature will increase until critical temperature is eventually reached and then the surface
tensión will become very small or zero as well as the
heat of vaporization, and then the droplet will become a sphere or fluid particle surrounded by a
mixture of the same fluid and combustión product.
From here on complete supercritical vaporization or
combustión will take place.
It may be shown [2] that a droplet injected at supercritical pressure and at subcritical temperature will
reach its critical temperature in a short time. It has
also been verified that the amount of fuel vaporized
until critical temperature is reached is a small percentage of the total amount of fuel or propellant of
the droplet.
This important case in which combustión begins at
critical temperature will be specially considered in
this study, although physical model of the process
will be applicable throughout the complete supercritical región. Actually, some simplifications introduced in the valúes of the transport coefficients
and on the density of the mixture will give a better
quantitative approximation in the supercritical región
far from the critical conditions, for which the process
will be similar to the case of the combustión of a gas
pocket within a reacting gaseous environment.
Supercritical vaporization or combustión of droplets is a process which differs essentially from droplet
vaporization or combustión in subcritical conditions.
In the first place, since the latent heat of vaporization is zero, classical quasi-stationary theories utilized
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to study subcritical combustión [3, 4] cannot be
applied since they give an infinite valué for the burning rate of a droplet as the heat of vaporization becomes equal to zero. Therefore, in supercritical conditions diffusion is the rate controlling process and the
heat flux reaching the droplet surface is only utilized
for increasing the droplet temperature.
On the other hand, a real droplet does not exist,
since when it reaches critical conditions it becomes a
sphere of a fluid surrounded by a mixture of the same
fluid with inert gases.
Therefore, the existence of the droplet with a
physical surface throughout the combustión process,
as it has been considered by a number of investigators,
can only be physically admitted by assuming that the
diffusion coefficients depend strongly on the concentration of the species around critical conditions,
assumption which has not yet been justified. This case
is amply discussed in ref. [5],
Some studies already exist on supercritical combustión. Spalding [6], carried out a study by assuming
that at critical conditions the droplet is transformed
into a point-source of fluid, and a study of similar
nature was performed by ourselves [7], However,
these studies give little information on the real nature
of the supercritical combustión process.
Rossner [8], performed an interesting study as an
expansión on his work on chemical releases [9], The
assumptions introduced in his model lead to the
solution of a puré diffusion problem for which an
analytical solution exists. Some interesting conclusions were derived, but this treatment only gives a good
approximation of the problem when the process is
far from critical conditions, as it was stated by the
author. In practice, the real combustión process always begins at critical temperature as it has been
already discussed.
An excellent experimental study on supercritical
combustión of the droplets burning in a still atmosphere has been carried out by Faeth and collabor ators [10].
The principal conclusions of this work were that
burning rate of the droplets attains a minimum valué
around critical conditions and that droplet temperature increases rapidly once the critical conditions are
reached.
Lazar and Faeth [11], carried out another work on
this field including a theoretical treatment, but
utilizing a stationary model.
All these theoretical and experimental studies refer
to the case of vaporization or combustión of droplets
within a stagnant atmosphere, that is to say, disregarding forced convection effects. This is the preliminary basic study but in any further studies on the

combustión processes of droplets in actual combustión
chambers conditions forced convection effects should
be taken into account. Due to the absence of surface
tensión, forced convection effects might be specially
significant, since the droplets might change considerably in shape or they might even be shattered by the
shearing aerodynamic forces originated by the motion
of the droplets with respect to the reacting gaseous
atmosphere. Some preliminary experimental works
already exist on this subject [12, 13].

2. Model of the Process and General Equations
Model of the process will be based on assuming
that the droplet burns or vaporizes in a still atmosphere. Spherical symmetry will be assumed and,
therefore, convection effects will be disregarded.
Pressures will be taken as constant throughout the
process and laminar conditions will be considered.
Three chemical species will only be considered: 1,
fuel or oxidizer in the droplet; 2, oxidizer or fuel
surrounding the droplet, and 3, combustión producís.
Based on these assumptions, general equations of
the process are those of a laminar diffusion flame with
spherical symmetry, which are as follows:

Therefore, in the outer región from the flame only
combustión products (3) and oxidizer (or fuel) (2)
will exist. In the inner región only fuel (or oxidizer)
from the droplet (1) and combustión products (3) will
exist.
For simplicity, the specific heats will be taken
constant and equal for all chemical species. The diffusion coefficients and thermal conductivity will be
taken as functions of the temperature only, disregarding their variation with the mixture composition.
Finally, the product of the density times the temperature will be taken as constant. This assumption
will introduce some errors in the process of supercritical droplet combustión near critical conditions
but it will be a good assumption for the case of supercritical combustión of droplets far from critical conditions or for the case of gas pockets.

3. Boundary and Initial Conditions
At the infinity it will be assumed that the temperature and composition of the gaseous atmosphere are
given and constant, that is:
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At the origin of coordinates, we will have:
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In order to solve the problem initial conditions:

where w¡ is the reaction rate of species i.
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in which qr is the heat of reaction and wp is the reaction
rate of the combustión products.
In order to simplify the problem a zero-thickness
flame theory will be admitted. It has been shown [3]
that it gives an excellent approximation of the process
provided that the droplet is not too small or the pressure is not too low.

will have to be given. The velocity F h a s to fulfill
conditions:
r = 0

V=0

r = oo

F=0

(8)
and its initial distribution has to satisfy Eqs. (1) to
(4) with conditions (7). Actual initial conditions are
difficult to precise since they will depend on the
previous history of the process before reaching critical
conditions.

The problem wili be solved by takmg the following
initial step functions:
T=T0,
T= Tm
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It wili be shown that final results do not depend
essentially on these initial conditions.
Finally, at the ñame front it wili be stated the continuity of temperature and that the mass fractions of
fuel and oxidizer are equal to zero and that their
fiuxes reach the fíame front at the stoichiometric ratio.
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Since Tp = constant, it is obtained by integrating
with respect to r:
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As a consequence of taking the Lewis-Semenov
number equal to one, there exists a direct relationship
between mass fraction and temperature which facilítate numerical integration of the system.
Temperature at the ñame is obtained directly,
resuiting:
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1
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5. Asymptotic Analysis
Considering the case in which supercritical combustión begins at critical temperature, this initial
critical temperature T0 is considerably smaller than
temperature Tm oí the surrounding atmosphere, which
wili be cióse to the adiabatic combustión temperature.
Therefore, parameter:
(25)

^1

wili be small and this permits an asymptotic treatment
of the problem.
This asymptotic study is shown in full in ref. [12].
This study is based on the existence of three regions
intheflowfield:

(16)

t,

and taking the Lewis-Semenov number equal to one;
system of equations reduce t o :
(a) Inside the ñame:
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Eqs. (11), (12) and (13) allow the elimination of the
mixture velocity, which make feasible numerical
integration of the system. Introducing the dimensionless variables:
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By using boundary conditions (7) and (8), and by
expressing the continuity of velocity and temperature
across the fíame, it is obtained:
H{i) = 0

de
dx

K(x) =

By multiplying Eq. (1) by T and addmg it to Eq. (4)
and applying the thin ñame theory, it results:
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4. Solution of the System
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Inner región
In this región in a ñrst order approximation it is
taken:

de

~ 0(e 2 ) ^ 0 ;
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for valúes of x of order one

0= e
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Outer región
In this región the characteristic time is of order 1/e,
the temperature is of order one, and in times of order
unity temperature and mass fractions reach stationary
distributions.
Therefore, disregarding the non-stationary terms
and taking oc(0) equal to unity, it is obtained in this
región:
0 = — + # ! (inside the ñame)
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and B2 are integration constants.

Transition región
In this región the stationary and non-stationary
terms are of the same order. By introducing the nondimensional variables:
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which may be integrated, resulting:
(01-l) + ln(01-l) =

dx,
z +B
dx1
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where B is an integration constant:
By matching solutions and utilizing boundary
conditions and conditions at the fíame front, the
valúes of the integration constants and functions
fj.(¿) and /^(e) are obtained, as well as solutions of 9
in terms of t and x.
The most important final results are the valúes of
the combustión or extinction time t ext and the ñame
to droplet radius ratio. They are given by the explicit
expressions:
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FIG. 1. a, b, c. Temperature and mass fraction proñles at
different times. No combustión.
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6. Results and Conclusions
Numerical results were restricted, for simplicity,
to the case of no combustión, which is a vaporization
process in subcritical conditions and that corresponds
to a puré mixing process in supercritical conditions.
Some of the results obtained are shown in Figs. 1,
2 and 3, in which the corresponding analytical results
are also, for comparison, included.
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The most interesting conclusión is that when the
initial temperature of the droplet is small as compared with the temperature of the surrounding atmosphere (e <^ 1) an apparent droplet exists throughout
most of the process. (Figs. 1 and 2). This droplet
practically keep its initial temperature and composition during the process and its surface is characterized by an abrupt change in the temperature and
mass fraction profiles. This result is physically explained
by the strong dependency of the transport coefficients
on temperature.
Figs. 1 and 2 also show that when e is small the
analytical and numerical solution practically coincide.
Results for the combustión case were analytically
obtained.
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FIG. 2. Apparent droplet radius as function of time. No
combustión.
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FIG. 3. Temperature at the center as function of time. No
combustión.

FIG. 4. Combustión case. Asymptotic theory. 4a Fíame to
droplet radius ratio. 4b Combustión rate constant

An interesting conclusión is that, when referred to
the apparent droplet radius, burning rate defined a s :

dT

(36)

does n o t depend on time as occurs in subcritical
conditions.
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FIG. 5. Droplet lifetime for supercritical combustión of 0 2
droplets in H 2 . Constant initial pocket radius.
The ratio of the ñame radius to the droplet radius is
also constant, but the rapid initial transient conditions
in which the ñame radius grows until it reaches the
quasi-stationary valué given by (35) is not considered
in our asymptotic treatment. Valúes of burning rates
and ratio of fíame radius to droplet radius are shown
in Fig. 4.
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FIG. 6. Droplet lifetime for supercritical combustión of
n-Decane in air. Constant initial mass of fuel equivalent to a
liquid droplet of 875 u. Comparison with experimental
results
A droplet burns faster in supercritical condition
as compared with a droplet of equal initial radius at
subcritical conditions, with the mínimum burning
time occurring at critical conditions. However, if

two droplets, of equal initial mass are compared,
supercritical combustión m a y be faster or not than
subcritical combustión depending on the valúes of
the physical variables of the process.
These conclusions are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 in which
numerical applications corresponding to the case
of oxygen droplets burning in hydrogen and decane
droplets burning in air are shown. In Fig. 6 experimental results obtained by Faeth [10] are also
shown. It may be pointed out that an excellent qualitative agreement exists between these experimental
results and those analytically obtained.
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Resume—Un modele théorique pour la combustión de gouttes dans des conditions super critiques et dans des

des poches gazeuses. La combustión supercritique de gouttes est étudiée grace á un modele physique qui
suppose une symmétrie sphérique, des conditions laminaires, une pression constante et une flamme
d'épaisseur nulle.
Les conditions limite á l'infini énoncent que la température et la composition du mélange sont données
et constantes.
Les distributions initiales de température et de fractions de masse des espéces sont données, comme le
sont aussi les conditions initiales á la surface de la goutte. A mesure que la combustión se fait, la surface
de la goutte n'est pas consideré exister en tant que limite physique permettant une diffision non restreinte
des espéces par elle.
Avec quelques simplifications supplémentaires pour la densité et les coefficients de transport, une
solution numérique du probléme est obtenu.
Une solution analytique du probléme est également obtenu par analyse asymptotique. Cette solution
s'applique lorsque la température initiale de la goutte est faible par rapport a la température de l'atmosphére
environante. II est montré que c'est le cas le plus important du point de vue technologique.
Pour ce cas, les resultáis montrent qu'une goutte apparente existe durant tout le processus, et dans laquelle
sa surface est caractérisée par un changement soudain de température et de composition de l'espéce chimique.
Les resultáis montrent les taux de combustión, les temps de combustión, le rayón de la flamme et sa
température au centre de la goutte en fonction des variables principales du processus. En particulier, le
carré du rayón de la goutte apparente est une fonction linéaire du temps comme dans une combustión
subcritique.
II est montré que les temps de combustión sont plus courts dans des conditions super critiques que dans
des conditions subcritiques avec une valeur minimale aux conditions critiques.
Une application numérique est menee pour le cas de gouttes d'oxygéne brülant dans de l'hydrogéne et
l'on compare les résultats théoriques, numériques et analytiques, et aussi expérimentaux.
Pe3ioiwe—TeopeTHiecKaa Moflejib roperoin Kanejib B CBepxKpHTHiecKHx ycjiOBHHXHC y HeTOM floropamisr.
CBepxKpHTHHecKoe ropeHHe Kanenb HecnenyexCH c noMombio 4)H3HHecKOH MonenH, KOTopasi npennonaraex
cc|)epH4ecKyio CHMMexpnio, naMHHapHocxb xeHeHHH, nocTOHHCXBO AasneHHH H HyneByro xonmHHy 4>poHxa
nnaMeHH. rpaHHHHHMH ycnoBHHMH Ha 6ecKOHeHHocxH HBHHIOXCH 3anaHHbie xenmepaxypa H cocxaB raneen,
KOXOpbie CHHXaiOXCH nOCTOHHHbIMH.
HananbHoe pacnpeneneHHe xeMnepaxypw, KOHijeHTpauHH KOMnoHeHX H HananbHbie ycnoBHs y noBepxHOOXH KaneneK xaKwe 3an,aHM. B npouecce npoxeKaHHH ropeHHH noBepxHOCXb KanenbKH He CHHTaeTCH
oymecTsyioiueH B BHne (¡)H3HHecK0H rpaHHKbi, nonyCKan HeorpaHHieHHyro CKopocTb jjHtjiifiysHH KOMnoHeHT.
C HeKOTopbiMHflOÓasOHHbiMHynpomeHHHMH Ana nnoxHocxH H K03ij)4>HiiHeHXOB nepeHooa sanana pemaexcH
HHcneHHO. nonyreHO xaKH<e aHannxHHecKoe pemeHHe npoóneMbí npn noMomn MexonoB aoKMnxoxHiecKoro
aHanH3a. 9xo peineHHe npnMeHHMO, Korna HananbHan xeMnepaxypa KanenbKH Mana npn opaBHeHHio c
TeMnepaTypoá OKpyíKaiomeH epenu. yKa3HBaexcH, HXO axo caMbiíi Ba>KHbiH cnynaH o npaKXHHecKoñ XOHKH
3peHHH.
fljiH SToro cnyqan H3 pacnexoB cnenyeT, HTO HneanH3HposaHHaH KanenbKa cymeCTByeT B xeneHne nonxH
Bcero npouecca, B xeneHHH Koxoporo ee noBepxHocxb onHCbíBaexcn Monenbio o pa3pbiB0M H3MeHeHHH
HenpepMBHoexH TeMnepaTypH H cocTaBa KOMnoHeHT xHMHHeCKoñ peaKUHH.
TIpuBORsiiiCH 3HaneHHH CKopocxH ropeHHH, nponon>KHTenbHocxH cropaHHH, paanyea nnaMeHH H TeMnepaTypbi B ueHxpe KanenbKH B 3asHCHM0CTH ox OCHOBHHX nepeMeHHbix BenHHHH, ynacxByiomHx B npouecce.
B HacxHocTH, KBanpaT pannyea KaMcymeñca KanenbKH HBnneTCH nHHeÜHOH (JiyHKUHeíí BpeMeHH, HTO
xapaKTepHo HJIH cyÓKpHXHnecKoro ropeHHH.
OxMenaexcH, HXO BpeMH ropeHHH npH CBepxKpHTHHecKHX ycnoBHHX MeHbuie, neM npn cyÓKpnxHHecKHx;
M H H H M a n b H a H B e n H H H H a COOTBeTCTByeT KpHTHHeCKHM y e n O B H H M . r i p H B O í l H T C H H H C n e H H b i e n p H M e p b i P.JISÍ

cnynaH KaneneK KHCnopona, ropHmHX B Bonopone, H npoBOflHTCH cpaBHeHHe Me;i<ny xeopexHHeCKHMH
pe3ynbTaTaMH, nonyneHHbiMH KaK HHcneHHO, Tan H aHanHXHiecKH — c onwxHbiMH naHHHMH.

